Inc. Magazine Weekly Columnist, and
Host of the highly recognized podcast
Leaders in the Trenches

ACCELERATE GROWTH
INCREASE RETENTION
IMPROVE CULTURE
through leadership that inspires ownership.
AS SEEN ON:

International Speaker, Author, Executive Coach, & Podcast
I’m a growth and leadership expert with over 25 years of business experience working with
companies growing fast. I prepare companies and individual contributors to achieve breakthrough
growth. Each fully customized live experience includes audience engagement, original research,
compelling stories, and practical takeaways that move participants to take new actions. I help
companies cultivate an ownership culture and provide a new take on change with growth
leadership. My weekly column for Inc. Magazine (monthly reach of 21 million visitors) covers
leadership and fast-growth.

This book is a brutally candid guide to overcoming your
fears and attaining profound success.
“Gene is a big part of my success in
my business and life. Gene
challenged me. I have been able to
become an authority in my industry.

“Working with Gene was amazing!
The strategies we uncovered and
implemented are STILL yielding an
amazing ROI!”

Jason Swenk, Founder

Patrick Long, Founder of BizPal

“Gene cares so much and is so relentless when it comes to me reaching the goals that he feels like an
official member of the team.”

“Gene’s coaching helped to really
skyrocket my company. Gene helped
me figure out how to stop wasting time
that was holding me back.”

Derek Hart, Founder of
Get the Gigs

Ron Dod, Cofounder of Visiture

Top Speaker for 2019
by Entrepreneur Magazine

POPULAR EXPERIENCES:
Activate Growth Leadership:
How leaders drive fast growth and navigate
constant change

Avoiding the Trap of Success:
Discover how to stop letting your fear hold you
back and start a life of significance

Developing a Growth Mindset:
How leaders inspire others to embrace today’s
pace of change and go beyond fixed thinking

Each experience is fully customized to the client with
original research and client interviews. The audience
will have actionable takeaways to embrace change.

Clients Include:

“Gene is a professional who
captivated our audience during our
annual business conference. I highly
recommend catching him on stage.”
Lena Requist, President of
ONTRAPORT
“I thought Gene’s presentation was
incredibly interactive and the team was
completely fired up.”
Joe Freedman, Co-founder
Peachtree Events

“He engaged the audience. It was
entertaining. We will have Gene
back at additional AA-ISP events,
that’s how good he was.”
Bob Perkins, Founder of AA-ISP
“Gene’s ‘ownership’ culture to deliver hypergrowth is something every
sales leader needs to consider.”
Sylvain Tremblay, VP at Cisco

